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ABSTRACT
Aphilologist’s approach to heritage is traditionally based on the curation of documents, such as text,
audio and video. However, with the advent of interactive multimedia, heritage becomes floating
and volatile, and not easily captured in documents. We propose an approach to heritage that goes
beyond documents. We consider the crucial role of institutes for interactive multimedia (as motor
of a living culture of interaction) and propose that the digital philologist’s task will be to promote
the collective/shared responsibility of (interactive) documenting, engage engineering in developing
interactive approaches to heritage, and keep interaction-heritage alive through the education of
citizens.
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, philology was defined as the ‘love of learn-
ing’ about cultural heritage and it implied a focus on
critical editions and comparisons of important texts that
define our history and cultural heritage (Turner, 2014).
However, with the advent of the digital revolution, things
started to change. Text became digitally available and
the critical editing and ditto comparison was henceforth
based on digital tools and digital methods, such as navi-
gation or finding unexpected correlations via datamining
(Jockers, 2013). A straightforward further step, then, was
to broaden the notion of text and apply the ‘love for learn-
ing’ to all kinds of documents, including audio files and
video files (Bressan & Canazza, 2014). Accordingly, the
traditional focus on critical editions and comparison of
texts was extended to all sorts of actions on all sorts of
multimedia documents, related to all sorts of cultural
heritage, including the recent past (e.g. audio documents
from the 1960s) and even the present (e.g. documentation
of interactive art installations) (Bressan, Canazza, Vets,
& Leman, 2016). Today, the picture of a modern digital
philology is that of a refreshed approach to the disclo-
sure of cultural heritage, making documents usable with
digital methods. In the light of these developments, dig-
ital philology can be defined as a science that aims at
disclosing heritage-related documents in the most opti-
mal way (with care, and using digital tools) such that
veridicality, long-term preservation, easy access and so
on, is ensured, and that users profit from its acquaintance.
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Accordingly, collecting, digitising or storing documents
would be considered an archivist’s work rather than a
digital philologist’s.
However, the above characterisation of digital philol-
ogy is still based on the notion of document. Yet, there
are reasons to believe that the traditional role of doc-
uments in our culture may be changing. In this paper,
therefore, we develop a slightly different perspective
on digital philology, one in which we go beyond the
notion of document and document-disclosure. One rea-
son for going beyond the notion of document is that in
our post-industrial culture, documents are currently no
longer attached to a particular materiality (clay, stone,
parchment, paper) nor to a particular modality (text,
audio, video). Documents became multimedia informa-
tion, often even a dynamic form of information that is
fully embedded in interactive systems. Accordingly, the
problems we are facing here are of a totally different
order than the problems related to document material-
ity and document disclosure (Manovich, 2001). More-
over, when dealing with interactivity, we are dealing with
information processing rather than with information as
such. Accordingly, the information on which the inter-
action relies is floating (not attached to a carrier) and
volatile (it appears and disappears). There is no longer the
notion of a fixed amount of information, or even a docu-
ment where information is in a rather stable way attached
to a material carrier. Nevertheless, interactive multi-
media systems tend to generate cultural value through
© 2018 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
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interaction, using information from an environment (e.g.
the interaction environment itself) that is continuously
changing. The value of the interactivemultimedia culture
tends to be based on interaction experiences with inter-
active multimedia devices, rather than with documents.
It goes without saying that the information-stream
produced by an interactive multimedia culture poses
enormous challenges for the digital philologist. If the
information is indeed in constant flow and no longer
attached to a dedicated material carrier, and if informa-
tion processing is the key to support multi-modal inter-
actions (by multimedia systems) rather than content or
representations, then where is the notion of document?
What happens with cultural heritage if heritage can no
longer be defined in terms of a document-based concept?
Clearly, a new vision on heritage, beyond documents is
urgently needed.
In what follows, we argue that the digital philolo-
gists’ former preoccupation with document disclosure
needs an update. An approach based on the revitalisa-
tion of heritage-documents may no longer be sufficient
and should at least be rethought, in the light of the non-
materiality of multimedia and the floating volatile nature
of information processing in modern interactive con-
texts. We argue in favour of a more radical digital philol-
ogy where heritage is seen as being embedded in a living
culture of interaction.
To support our vision, we proceed in four parts. In
the first part, we define what we mean by the living
culture of interaction. In the second part, we consider
the tension between heritage-documents and interaction,
and we explore this tension by providing brief examples
related to musical heritage. In the third part, we propose
a general model of digital philology in which we aim at
combining document-heritage with interaction-heritage.
In the fourth part, we explore how a digital philology of
interaction heritage can be implemented.
2. The living culture of interaction
Let us start with a more precise specification of what we
mean by a living culture of interaction.
First of all, by interaction, we mean communication
among agents, in a culture (Eliasoph&Lichterman, 2003).
Communication leads to interaction situations and, plau-
sibly, interaction rituals (Goffman, 1967/2005); a series
of codified actions and responses which are typically
based on non-explicated expectations about the context.
Such interactions typically involve intentions or goal-
directed behaviours, which determine the communica-
tion in terms of future expected outcomes.
Without going into details, we can stipulate that cul-
turally relevant social interaction is based on expressive
communication, or exchange of expressions. Expression
is thereby conceived as a bio-signal that is rooted in
affect and motor reflexes and that is culturally shaped on
the basis of codified habits that are developed through
learning and habituation, including the use of tools and
machines (Leman, 2016).
In line with previous thinkers (such as, Darwin, 1890;
Goffman, 1967/2005; Hume, 1777), expressive acts can
be seen as basic ingredients for social communication
that ultimately culminate in cultural expressions as we
find them in the arts. Seen from that angle, expressive
acts in agents evoke expressive responses in other agents
that inhabitate the cultural environment. The mutual
exchange of expressions among agents brings about self-
reinforcing dynamics that are likely to establish a culture
of expression, often with strongly ritualised characteris-
tics. The outcome can be understood as a higher-level
state of expression, called a homeostasis, or ‘equal’ or
‘maintained’ state of expression (Leman, 2016). Culture
can thus be seen as an emerging outcome of mutual
expressive communication among agents of particular
cultural context or environment. Each outcome thereby
represents a homeostasis of expression, either material
(in stone, on paper . . . ) or immaterial (as experience, as
interaction).
And although interactive multimedia systems, as we
know them today, do not (yet?) possess the kind of
intentional, expressive and reward-driven sophistication
that characterises human interaction capabilities, some of
these systems can already provide sophisticated disposi-
tions for the human expressive response or display partic-
ular expressive and goal-directed behaviours themselves.
Such systems have floating information processing capa-
bilities that put them in the center of a culture of inter-
action. They become core components of the dynamics
that lead to expressive homeostases.However, while these
systems play an important role in our living cultural
heritage, these systems go far beyond the notion of doc-
ument. In fact, they add a new layer of machine-based
cultural interactivity.
Secondly, what do wemean by a living culture of inter-
action?A living culturemay be distinguished from a dead
or frozen culture.When a culture is said to be living, then
it is likely that there is an inherent drive to create new
expressions that have the potential to change that what
is commonly accepted as expressive homeostasis (Elias,
Dunning, Goudsblom, & Mennell, 2000). This drive for
innovation, we assume, is based on the motivation and
reward system of each cultural agent (Salimpoor, Zald,
Zatorre, Dagher, & McIntosh, 2015). And while inherent
motivations and reward mechanisms are not yet imple-
mented in machines, it is known that machines are built
such that they exploit the human motivation and reward
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system. The interactive multimedia systems for gaming
arewell-known examples ofmachines that exploit human
motivation and reward mechanisms (Lorenz, Gleich,
Gallinat, & Kühn, 2015). The outcome is that interac-
tivemultimedia systems thus contribute to the creation of
new interaction situations, and hence, to a living culture
of interaction and expression.
It is known that tools play an important role in the
formation of a culture (Tomasello, 2010). Interactivemul-
timedia systems can be considered as a very particular
type of tools because they are intrinsically interactive and
can be based on autonomous goals, expressive qualities
and floating volatile information processing. Unlike the
tools from the past, but similar to human agents, inter-
active multimedia systems have the capacity to mediate
and co-create the expressiveness of the culture of inter-
action. And whether they generate text, audio, video, or
whatever document, or information, their essence as cul-
tural heritage is not in how they establish the materiality
for information, but rather, in how they realise interac-
tion processing. It is less how they deal with documents,
or information, if any, but in how they respond, and add
to expressive back and forth responses of other agents.
In fact, in as far as interactive multimedia systems con-
tribute to cultural development (think about machines
that compose lounge music in hotels and other pub-
lic places Briot, Hadjeres, & Pachet, 2017), they become
agents that inhabit a cultural environment to which they
contribute. Next to the human agents, interactive mul-
timedia systems gradually become partners in a living
culture of interaction.
We see interactive multimedia systems therefore as
agents within the culture of interaction. This culture
has an advanced digital technology, based on fast com-
munication networks, body area networks and smart
environmental monitoring, augmented and virtual real-
ity simulation, artificial intelligence and so on. All these
technologies are based on information processing. And
despite the fact that the material carries of information
can be turned into heritage-documents (for instance,
the Nokia cell phone as testimony of mobile culture
in the late 1990), our post-industrial culture is defi-
nitely far more interested in artefact innovation (i.e.
new cell phones) than in turning artefacts into heritage-
documents (i.e. collecting cell phones and preserving
them). The question is how digital philology deals with
this living culture of interaction, given its mission to
promote and shape cultural heritage.
To further clarify our concept of living culture of inter-
action, let us imagine that our culture would destroy any
obsolete interactive multimedia tools, in order to pre-
vent them from becoming a document of the interactive
multimedia heritage culture.
Question: Assume that such a culture exists, would it
be without heritage? Answer: Obviously, we would define
heritage in relation to peoples’ memories and the exist-
ing interactive skills, which they learn from generation
to generation, such as in oral cultures. So, the heritage
of that culture would be carried, and propelled, by inter-
actions among the agents. Heritage would be defined in
terms of qualities of interaction processing, by the inter-
action rituals and all sorts of temporary tools that support
these rituals. The tools themselves would not be consid-
ered as particularly valuable because they are temporary.
The focus would be on skills, and on ways of transferring
skills to the next generations.
Now assume the presence of a digital philologist of
interactive multimedia systems in that culture. What
would her preoccupations be as a scholar? Obviously,
all her attention would be devoted to caring about her-
itage. To do so, she would invite human carriers of tra-
dition and ask them to explain their experiences with
temporary interactive multimedia systems. She would
organise workshops in which such tools are revitalised
before they disappear. In short, she would be concerned
about keeping the tradition lively, innovative and self-
reinforcing, because that tradition is essential for that
culture.
Now, the reason why we introduced this little thought
experiment is that it suggests the viable existence of a
heritage with a focus on interaction processing, using
interactivemultimedia systems, butwithout the intention
to turn them, or preserve them, as interactive multime-
dia documents. But as a matter of fact, that imaginary
world may actually resemble our current post-industrial
culture. Our culture gives rise to ambivalent feelings
about heritage-documents. On the one hand, documents
are considered important for a further development and
understanding our culture. On the other hand, docu-
ments can not capture the essence of our living culture
because the information processing inside the interactive
multimedia systems, the essence of interaction, cannot be
captured by documents.
In any case, we feel that in a living culture of inter-
action, heritage-documents can be more than just deep-
freezed documents. We have little value in heritage-
documents that cannot be accessed, that cannot be
interacted with, and therefore, we believe in digital
philology as a discipline that should at least revitalise
heritage-documents, to make them useful again in our
living culture. However, while philology, for many cen-
turies (Turner, 2014), aimed at revitalising heritage-
documents, we are now confronted with the task of how
we can learn from a living culture of interaction where
heritage is less attached to document carriers, similar to
oral cultures.
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3. Document-heritage and interaction-heritage
Obviously, one possible solution to these ambivalent
feelings about documents is that heritage should get con-
stantly revitalised and that through the digital philolo-
gist’s revitalising activity, heritage is kept vital and inno-
vative. But can this be realised in practice? Let us consider
a few cases that illustrate aspects of this ambivalence
between document-heritage and interaction-heritage.
3.1. The synthi 100
The first example is a synthesiser. Over the years, its status
evolved from instrument of the artistic avant-garde elite
to a deep-frozen document, to an instrument of an inter-
action culture based on dance–music and fed by social
media.
The synthesiser is the vintage EMS-Synthi 100 ana-
logue synthesiser, owned by Ghent University’s institute
for psychoacoustics and electronic music (IPEM). Only
30 of those complex synthesisers were made, by hand.
And as they contain slightly different electronic compo-
nents, each Synthi 100 is to be seen as a unique piece
of craftsmanship. Today, only a few Synthi 100s have
been preserved in working state. UGent’s Synthi 100 was
acquired in the mid 1970s to form part of the institutes
production studio for radiophonic applications (in a joint
venture with the Belgian Radio and Television Broad-
casting Company, BRT). The Synthi 100 was used for
about 15 years, up to the early 1990s when digital equip-
ment was introduced in the studio. From that moment
on, the Synthi 100 was considered obsolete and it quickly
turned into a document of the past, the so-called musi-
cal avant-garde. For about 25 years, the Synthi 100 stood
in a corner of the lab, silently (except for some sporadic
wake ups for didactic purposes), and neglected, not as
heritage-document, but as living instrument. Fortunately,
the synthesiser was not destroyed, as it would have been
in a no-document-heritage culture.
Then in 2013, thanks to renewed interest in analogue
equipment, things started to change. The Synthi 100 was
showcased and demonstrated during the celebration of
50th anniversary of IPEM at the University’s Aula. Sur-
prisingly, some 30, mostly young, people attended the
workshop. Thanks to that public interest, the Synthi 100’s
electronic circuitry got restored, and since then, the Syn-
thi 100 became very popular again. It revitalised.
The stages of the synth are illustrated in 1. The Synthi
100 has meanwhile been used in different public per-
formances such as the AB concert venue in Brussels,
the Krook in Ghent, the Entrepot in Bruges. At those
public performances, the machine attracted much atten-
tion. Apparently, the good old Synthi 100 got a new
place in the culture of interaction. Currently, the device
is fully connected with digital equipment. The Synthi
100’s popularity is quite impressive, probably because the
sounds that come out of it fit the modern dance and
pop culture aesthetics. Many artists admire the partic-
ular sound, and it’s scent of former times, say, heritage.
Is this merely nostalgia? Or is there something more?
In any case, the transition from document-heritage to
interaction-heritage illustrates a remarkable shift in her-
itage status. In fact, the Synthi 100’s status as an instru-
ment of the past, as a witness of the musical avant-
garde, got overrulled by its potential for expressive com-
munication. In all public activities, people focus on its
expressive communication power. The Synthi’s particu-
lar sound texture is probably the real reason why the
synthesiser has such a status among experts. Its poten-
tial to renew expressive communication is still valid and
this expressive potential should therefore be understood
as a key element of the Synthi 100 when seen as her-
itage. It’s historical role in the musical avant-garde has
to be explained and illustrated but its particular sound
can be easily compared with modern computer sounds.
Its history is more a kind of a mystery to young peo-
ple, but its sound turns it an attractive piece of working
heritage.
Figure 1. Three stages of IPEM’s EMS Synthi 100. (a) The first stage is situated in the 1960s-1980s, when the synthesiser was used to
contribute to electronic avant-garde music (featuring ir. W. Landrieux). (b) The second stage is situated in the 1990s, early 2000s, when
the synthesiser turned into document-heritage. (c) The third stage is situated right now (2013-2017). The synthesiser has been restored
and re-contextualised as part of an interactive music game, called SoundBikes (Maes et al., 2018), created for the opening event of the
Krook, Ghent, March 2017. The music is electronic dance music, created by the Dewaele Brothers (2ManyDJs).
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Overall, the efforts in revitalisation of the Synthi 100
required particular supportive actions such as restora-
tion, workshops to learn people how to use the device,
making the device fully compatible with up-to-date digi-
tal technology, using it during (live) performances, mak-
ing it participate in exhibitions and so on.Asmany people
from different institutions came up with new ideas and
initiatives for interaction-heritage, the Synthi 100’s revi-
talisation was the result of a bottom-up collaborative
effort that seemed to be driven by the urge to express.
Could this revival have been the work of a certified
digital philologist with a well-developed top-down strat-
egy about heritage revitalisation? It is unlikely that a
single person could have done it. However, such a person
could have contributed to the revitalisation, by coordi-
nating actions, by playing the role of heritage catalyst,
so that the instrument became part of a living culture of
interaction.
3.2. The BilliArt installation
The second example is an interactive multimedia instal-
lation. This is just one example of the many interac-
tive multimedia systems that raises questions regarding
documentation and how documentation of interactive
multimedia should be handled in view of heritage.
This problem of documentation goes way back to the
1960s, and the advent of the post-industrial music cul-
ture, with parallel developments within classical music,
avant-garde music, jazz and pop music. While the prac-
tice of jazz and pop was mainly interaction-driven (e.g.
using improvisation,multimedia and embodiment as key
ingredients), classical and avant-gardemusicweremainly
document-driven (e.g. using scores), and both cultures
were keen on documenting star performers (e.g. pho-
tographs, films, texts).
Many composers of the avant-garde scene, for exam-
ple, were documentalists of their own creative work.
They wrote and published scores as documentation of
their own creative activity. They produced music by the
strict organisation of audio-structures (e.g. by cutting
and pasting tape-fragments according to pre-composed
time lines) and they did that very often in centres that
documented their output in archives such as radio and
TV broadcasting centres and universities. But towards
the end of the 1960s, this approach to self-created
heritage started to change. For example, proponents of
the Fluxus movement challenged this document-driven
approach to art production radically (Mertens, 1983).
Also, mixed media, aleatorics and interactive systems
started to exert influence, especially on composers who
worked with multimedia, interaction and improvisa-
tion. The major reason for this change may have been
the attitude towards technology, in particular, the idea
that technology changes, becomes better and easier to
use. Documenting a technological setup appears obso-
lete when every now and then there is a better solution
to your technical problem. Moreover, interactive devices
are often built for particular events. When the particular
event is finished, then the interactive devices have to be
dismantled. Often, the installations are too big to be kept
alive. Nobody wants to store them, and again, the tech-
nology rapidly becomes old-fashioned and obsolete. So
why documenting all of this, then?
New tools may become available and allow an easy
remake of the former installation. At best the modern
composers can use bits and pieces of their work in other
work. Meanwhile, our culture has fully embraced the
interactive multimedia systems and, consequently, the
question is: what should we document, and what can we
document? We have devices and programs, but these are
technical solutions to interactive environments. When
the technologies become obsolete, they don’t provide an
access anymore to the multimedia culture that they once
supported.
An example is the BilliArt installation (see Figure 2).
As described in Vets et al. (2017), the BilliArt installa-
tion consists of a collaborative environment based on
the carambole billiards game that offers users the possi-
bility to participate in a jazz-inspired music improvisa-
tion, augmented with visual feedback. The installation is
designed to promote interaction among the users. The
billiard game thereby offers dispositions for interacting.
Its reward-based approach aims at stimulating the moti-
vation to engage in the game. This reward system is
realised by balancing predictable and unpredictable out-
put, and by reinforcing the feeling of reward, irrespective
of the level of musical training.
The BilliArt installation combines real-time motion
tracking of billiard balls with visual and auditory feed-
back. The advanced techniques of motion tracking and
real-time visual feedback need to be carefully calibrated
because the components need to work together in order
to be able to create a successful experience. Due to the
fact that the BilliArt installation consists of many com-
ponents, there are also many points of potential fail-
ure which does not bode well for longevity. In their
paper, Vets et al. (2017) hint at improvements and sev-
eral versions of the installation, which immediately raises
questions with regard to which version or critical edition
to potentially re-enact.
The BilliArt installation poses fundamental questions
to the documentalist nature of a digital philologist, not
in the least about how and what to document from
interactive multimedia systems, especially in view of a
remake of the installation. It is likely that a remake can
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Figure 2. TheBilliArt installation.Users play a technology-enhancedversionof thebilliards game.While playing, theygeneratemachine-
based, jazz-inspiredmusic improvisation, augmentedwith visual feedback. (a) An overviewof the installation. (b) One of the visualisation
modes of the visual feedback.
be done with different interactive technologies. Hence,
the essence for the digital philologist is the understand-
ing of the interaction dynamics of the system, how the
body movement of the participants is captured and how
the table should respond in terms of visuals and sounds.
Given this context, the role of the artist is often underes-
timated. An artist may know that the technologies of an
installation rapidly become obsolete. Consequently, the
intended upgrade, or intended refusal to upgrade,may be
an artistic choice to be respected.What it all shows is that
interactive multimedia systems raise questions regarding
documentation and how documentation of interactive
multimedia should be handled, even in view of keeping
things working, or in view of a re-enactment in 10 years
from here.
3.3. ArmandHutereau’s documentation
The third example focuses on documenting, or the art of
creating documents. Given the fact that documenting is
itself based on a culturally dependent action, documents
are not value-free but based on viewpoints that people
have, without them being aware of the fact that they have
those viewpoints. In that sense, the act, or art, of making
documents, is itself part of a living culture of interaction.
Documentalism can be illustrated with the example
of an expedition, in 1911, by Armand Hutereau, to the
northern zones of the Congo. The expedition resulted
in many drawings, two early silent films (Seiderer
& Schellow, 2017) and photographs with a particular
focus on the ‘hidden regions of the female body’. The
results of the expedition were published posthumously
by Hutereau (1927). The expedition also contributed to
the oldest documentaries of music in Middle Africa.
Hutereau made sound recordings on Edison wax cylin-
ders (carried in boxes in the jungle, see Figure 3). How-
ever, the sound documents reveal the technological limi-
tations at the time and, above all, the cultural perspective
of the person who took the snapshots.
Figure 3. One of the wax cylinders recorded in 1911 in Northern
Congo by Armand Hutereau. The cylinders are preserved at the
royal museum for Central Africa in Tervuren, Belgium.
WhileAfrica’s cultural heritage is based on interaction,
its music forms part of a multi-sensory experience, based
on dance–music- embodied narratives. However, driven
by the technology of 1910, the documentalist collapsed
this living culture to the audio documents on wax, as if
that culture produced music separated from the inter-
active multi-sensory interaction experience. In fact, the
chance that a living culture could ever be re-established
on the basis of these audio-documents alone is very small.
The documented culture is a frozen heritage, void of its
vitalism. Therefore, the documents will continue to offer
a very particular point of view on a former rich living
culture, interaction-based.
In that sense, there are many parallels with our post-
industrial culture of interaction. Documents will hardly
do justice to the real culture from which they have
originated and will move digital philologists into pro-
viding critical editions, extending the circumstances and
resources that were merely ‘snapshotted’.
Fascinated by the culture of interaction, a digital
philologist may take a few snapshots of ongoing interac-
tions, to be stored on an interactive website document.
However, like Hutereau’s achievement, the snapshots will
not be value-free and depend on the observer’s viewpoint.
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And it could be a group of observers all snapshotting the
interaction. However, the rule that applies to all docu-
mentarists is that snapshotting collapses the interaction
into a document, thereby revealing the proper states of
the observer and its snapshot-technology without hav-
ing the capacity to capture the real interactivity. Seen
from that perspective, documentation reveals basically
how the observer, limited by the technology, looks at
interaction.
All the above examples challenge the notion of docu-
ment. The Synthi 100 music synthesiser was an example
of an interactive device that first turned into a document
of the avantgarde heritage, and then became revitalised
to become part of a new culture of interaction, based
on dance music and social networks. Currently, the Syn-
thi 100 is considered heritage, but it’s value is due to its
new role in the living culture of interaction. The Bil-
liArt installation illustrates an other challenge, namely
that of the role of documenting interactive multimedia
systems in view of their further use in the living culture
of interaction. As technologies become obsolete, these
installations easily turn into documents, whereas one
may want to keep them alive. Finally, the example of
ArmandHutereau’s documentation illustrates that the act
of documenting is not value-free, especially in view of the
idea that documenting could capture essential features of
a culture of interaction. Rather, documenting seems to
create a particular heritage viewpoint.
4. Documentation and interaction
On the basis of the above examples, it is possible to draw
a rough picture of digital philology. The picture is based
on a dual interest in how to handle heritage, both as
document and as interaction.
4.1. Beyondmateriality
Heritage with a focus on documents has a typical inter-
est in the preservation of themateriality that is associated
with the document. Even in the case of interactive mul-
timodal systems, it is often possible to point to the mate-
rial components of the systems: computational devices,
sensors, projectors and so on. And while the content
produced by interactivemultimodal systems is only exist-
ing in a working electronic circuit, there is still the elec-
tronic circuit that can be seen as a document, as material
testimony for the system’s interactivity heritage.
The documentation centre of the Logos foundation
especially contains such material testimonies. The Logos
foundation is home to the Robot Orchestra: the largest
fully automated acoustic orchestra in the world1. Next
1 See http://logosfoundation.org
to performing scores, they are also able to interact with
performers using gesture recognition technology. Next to
their own productions, logos has been inviting artists to
present their work which could take many forms: sound
installations, acousmatic compositions, contemporary
classical works, interactive compositions and so forth.
During the last 50 years, the Logos foundation has been
diligently documenting many aspects of their activities.
This includes audio recordings, annotated scores, textual
descriptions, photos and videos of activities. Also made
available are mechanical drawings, electronic schemas of
robots together with the source code of software driving
them. Some of the audio recordings are compiled on the-
matic albums and released in public domain on the Logos
foundation website. Combined this material document
material aspects (mechanical, electronics, software) and
audio-visual documentation of interactions with Logo’s
robots. The robots themselves, however, are tools for
expressive communication.
Similarly, the previously mentioned Synthi 100 is a
nice example of a music instrument (not yet a full inter-
active multimodal system, though) whose precious elec-
tronics is considered to be a value in its own right,
even if the electronics is no longer operational and the
music instrument is no longer functional. In other words,
the Synthi 100 as the material object has a status as
document-heritage because its materiality is a testimony
of the cultural environment and engineering craftsman-
ship of the 1970s. Other documents such as audio record-
ings, video recordings of avant-garde composers working
with the Synthi 100, will enrich this document-heritage,
providing the key elements to learn about the music life
of the avant-garde.
In contrast, heritage treated as interaction has a main
focus on the functionality of the device, on its role in
activities that go beyond the materiality of the electron-
ics, such as the generation of particular sound timbres,
in short, its potential to innovative expressive communi-
cation. Similar arguments can be formulated in favour of
using, say, a Stradivarius violin for playing a contempo-
rary violin piece. The instrument would be a document-
heritage showcase in the context of a music instrument
museum. However, by using the instrument, rather than
exhibiting it, it becomes a tool for innovative expressive
communication.
4.2. The cultural value chain
An important issue in philology, is to consider heritage
in view of a cultural value chain. But while document-
heritage attributes value to materiality and testimony,
interaction-heritage attributes value to expressive com-
munication and the ability to function in a living culture
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of interaction. Obviously, the Stradivarius’ or the Syn-
thi 100’s value as document-heritage interferes with its
value as interaction-heritage, and musicians are often
well aware of both values when playing heritage instru-
ments.
However, when dealing with interactive multimedia
systems, the estimation of value may be challenging
because the longevity of a systems’ expressive potential
may be short. Given the constant drive for innovation,
many interactive multimedia systems become quickly
obsolete and unsatisfactory in view of new devices whose
new expressive potential encompasses the old expres-
sive potential. For example, devices may be too slow
or not powerful enough in view of massive real-time
data processing. The problem is related to the difficulty
of building satisfactory materialities, that is, satisfactory
hardware whose materiality is essential for obtaining the
expressive potential.
In contrast, it is likely that processing platforms (such
as Max/MSP, Ableton Live, Audacity, Processing), plug-
ins and future artificial intelligence algorithms of the
interactive multimedia culture have a greater longevity
as interaction-heritage because their potential to con-
tribute to innovative expressive communication is not
restricted to particular fixed or pre-defined devices.
These software tools are building blocks or ingredi-
ents to new build interactive multimedia systems. Given
the fact that they exist as algorithms, their relationship
with materiality is rather independent of concrete hard-
ware solutions. As software, these tools can migrate to
different hardware platforms, and, as software, they tend
to lack the materiality that can be captured as document-
heritage.
Overall, there is a tension between document, inter-
action and heritage. Document-heritage is linked with
materiality, whereas interaction-heritage is linked with
expressive communication potential. Many people seem
to like a mix of materiality and expressive communica-
tion potential and they consider it an added value to the
development of new expressive forms. Sometimes, the
materiality of obsolete technologies turns out to be a key
ingredient of interactive communication (e.g. the revival
of the LP and turntable).
4.3. Interaction as oral heritage
A focus on documentation, databases and data mining
may be characteristic for a particular viewpoint on digital
philology that focuses mainly on veridicality and critical
documentation, including history and cultural analysis.
But interaction is obviously very different from the focus
on documents, although one could always argue that the
act of documenting is also a form of interaction, and
therefore, that the art of documenting forms part of the
living multimedia culture of interacting.
However, the act of documenting may not be the
essence of the living interactive multimedia culture as
we know it today. That essence, as argued, deals with
innovative expressive communication, where interaction
drives the expression of a living culture. Interactive mul-
timedia systems play a key role in innovative expressive
communication. The intrinsic cultural value of interac-
tion is probably un-documentable, despite the fact that
documentary snapshots can be taken. In that sense, the
intrinsic cultural value has much the same status as the
heritage of an oral culture in Africa. Its heritage is passed
down from previous generations to the current genera-
tion, through interactions amongmembers of the culture.
While these interactions lead to habits and interaction
rituals, its value is distributed among the population who
carries the culture collectivity. This collective culture,
through habits and rituals, then defines the living cultural
heritage. That heritage is a living phenomenon driven
by expressive communication, which is based on mutual
exchange of bio-signals and codified gestures, regardless
of whether it is documented. The fact that individuals are
raised in a cultural environment implies that individu-
als will (partly) learn that culture and frame their actions
in that culture. In the context of interactive multimedia
systems, individuals learn how to handle processing plat-
forms, how to use those algorithms as parts of new algo-
rithms, in short, they learn and know how to handle the
building blocks for building interactive devices. Through
their expressions, these individuals will try to mark
their position within that culture and due to the mutual
exchange of expressions, there will be an evolution of
the global expressive nature of the culture, which in turn
will be perceived and understood as heritage. What is to
be learned as an individual in this culture is obviously
expressive communication: how to exchange expressions
with other people, how to respond to their expressions,
how to deal with tools that realise these expressions, how
to make installations to expressively interact with, how
to use these expressive communications in the context of
the known expressive interaction rituals. Seen from that
perspective, multimedia cultural heritage is an emergent
outcome of human interactions and their associated
rituals.
5. Implementation of future digital philology
As suggested in Figure 4, the development of activi-
ties that curate heritage may involve two complemen-
tary cycles. One cycle has a focus on documentation, for
example, through digitisation andmeta-data description,
comparison (e.g. through reliability tests, Six, Bressan, &
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Figure 4. Coexistence model of documents and interactions.
Leman, 2018), studies of how to document interactive
multimedia using social media and multi-perspectivistic
database approaches, and related approaches. Another
cycle has a focus on the heritage values generated by the
culture of interaction, for example, through the restora-
tion of equipment (the Synthi 100 example), through
tools that open up documents as sources of inspira-
tion for new forms of interactive expression, through the
exploitation of heritage in view of new expressive forms.
We believe that these two cycles should be kept integrated
because of their contribution to the living culture of inter-
action.However, ways to keep these cycles integratedmay
require new types of curator activities from the part of a
digital philologist.We focus here on a non-exhaustive list
of issues that we propose here as starting points for think-
ing about digital philology activities: interaction-centres,
education and re-enactment
5.1. Heritage in interaction-centres
The idea of a center that curates heritage in relation to
the living culture of interaction is far from new. Examples
are centres that develop activities to revitalise endangered
cultures, such as centres that promote the Sami-culture in
Finland, or centres that promote the literacy of interact-
ing with documents and interactive multimedia systems,
such asDOKK1 inAarhus, whose goal it is to focus on the
citizen as key factor, promoting lifelong learning, cooper-
ation, diversity and skills needed to function in the living
culture of interaction.
What is new, perhaps, is the awareness that the living
culture of interaction has a strong heritage component,
rooted both in documentation and skills that allows one
to participate in that culture. However, the major prob-
lem of the living culture of interaction is that this culture
is so dynamic, lively, complex and so specifically focused
on advanced skills and high-level education that quite
a number of people in our society tend to loose their
access to that culture. Interaction-centres therefore also
have a social function inmaking the culture of interaction
accessible to everyone.
Curating heritage in interaction-centres is therefore
a major task of the digital philologist. We believe that
the curation activity fits well with the so-called quadru-
ple helix model in which city, industry, academia and
smart citizens are engaged to work together to co-create
and drive innovation far beyond the scope of what any
one organisation or person could do alone (Carayannis
& Campbell, 2012). This model fits the idea of a liv-
ing culture of interaction, driven by the ecosystem that
supports it. The ecosystem is connected to the local envi-
ronment with which people interact on a daily basis (the
city), to the work environment that creates jobs, offer-
ing a perspective for future wealth (the industry), to the
universities and research centres that provide a basis for
innovation (the academia), and last but not least, to the
people that participate in the development of the culture
of interaction, the smart citizens that are the carriers of
the interaction-heritage.
An example of such an interaction-center is the
Krook in Ghent. Like the DOKK1 in Aarhus, the cen-
ter is rather new (since March 2017) and it still has
to prove its value as a catalyst for the culture of inter-
action. Nevertheless, in line with the quadruple helix
model, the Krook houses a public library (>7000 visitors
per day), a consortium of Ghent University laborato-
ries with a focus on interactive multimedia, and a divi-
sion of IMEC, a world-leading research center in nano-
electronics for application domains such as healthcare,
smart cities and mobility, logistics and manufacturing,
energy. Besides this strong representation of academia
and public (smart citizen), there are connections with a
surrounding ecosystem, such as an institute for audio-
visual archiving (viaa.be), an institute for digital culture
(www.digipolis.be), a concert hall and music production
center (vooruit.be) and others. Centers like DOKK1 and
the Krook are de facto dealing with an interactive multi-
media culture, as well as with a heritage that is created by
this living culture of interaction.
The adventof such interaction-centres offers opportu-
nities for redefining digital philology. Digital philology
can be conceived as an interdisciplinary science, cover-
ing different aspects of documentation and interaction,
embedded in a larger scientific community, for exam-
ple, with connections to digital humanities, data science,
augmented and virtual reality research, and the related
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Figure 5. An interactive video clip by the band STUFF. By using motion capture technologies the performance can be recreated
interactively.
engineering of the internet of things and hardware for
interaction. The new interaction-centres typically offer
many opportunities related to public outreach as well, for
example, via immersive spaces, exhibitions and demon-
strations of the interactive technologies.
A major question is how to deal with the dynamic
potential offered by these centres. In fact, the main chal-
lenge is to align the particular agenda of the digital philol-
ogist’s curatorship with all the ongoing activities that
already promote the culture of interaction according to
the above quadruple helix model.
An example of such collaboration is an interactive
video clip by the Belgian band STUFF (see Figure 5). In
a collaboration between STUFF and the scientists at the
Krook, the performance by the band members was cap-
tured using audio, video and motion capture. It allows
the audience to choose a vantage point interactively. It
is a step towards a more immersive experience which
recreates the live performance or a captivating derivative
thereof.
Clearly, interaction-centres offer an added value to
heritage, thanks to their ecosystem, which typically
houses a high concentration of talented, qualified and
interdisciplinary-oriented representatives of the interac-
tion culture. In that constellation, a digital philologist is
probably but a small entity and the challenge is in find-
ing the lever that moves this ecosystem in the direction
of the digital philologist’s goals, that is, curating the her-
itage of the interactive multimedia culture, includes the
interaction-heritage that the ecosystem itself produces.
In such a context, it is likely that the care of her-
itage can be developed as a shared care, carried by the
community that pushes the culture of interaction for-
ward. The digital philologist could make those workers
aware of the inherent heritage aspects of their work,
thereby pointing to the cultural value of the expressive
communications developed through interactions. In such
a context, creating global public awareness, setting up
exhibitions, forums and sessions that show people how
to document, how to restore, how to revitalise heritage
properly, may become a basic ingredient of the digital
philologist’s practice.
5.2. Heritage education
It goes without saying that in our culture of interaction
and rapid change, education is a crucial component. The
question is what the digital philologist can contribute
to the already ongoing educational initiatives, especially
when seen in the context of an incubator, of collaborative
work, human engineering and smart citizens.
The digital philologist can, for example, support
hands-on trainings for acquiring skills in interactivemul-
timedia technologies in relation to heritage. A concrete
example would be a training of how to use the Synthi 100
in connection with a digital 3D-audio rendering system,
or to develop a project in which the BilliArt system is re-
enacted with newer technologies than the ones used at
the time. Such a training would probably be conceived
within an art and science context, i.e. the idea that art and
science can push each other forward in the spiral of co-
creation and innovation purposes of the ecosystem that
drives the culture of interaction.
Heritage education is a necessity in view of the impor-
tance of skills and habits. Given the collective respon-
sibility for care about heritage, it will be necessary to
focus more attention to people’s education about how
to deal with heritage issues. The sudden interest in the
exhibition of the Synthi 100 seems to show that a shared
collective responsibility is growing. It could be the dig-
ital philologist’s task to stimulate heritage education,
either in the school curriculum, and/or in the post-
school long-term education of all people, whatever their
age is.
Heritage education also implies outreach, which is
based on facilities such as immersive spaces, co-creation
spaces and on reflective activities that focus at upon
issues related to the nature of digital philology, including
reflections upon interaction and documentation, with an
outreach to public fora.
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5.3. Heritage engineering
Clearly, technology will play a dominant role in the activ-
ities of a digital philologist. The current digital philolo-
gist’s focus on materiality will certainly be extended with
amore dynamicmulti-perspectivistic focus on databases.
In addition, as curator of the interaction culture, the
focus on technology will also be on the expressive com-
munication potential, using technology for setting up
multimedia installations that deal with these expressive
communications. Both documentation and interaction
involve a solid engineering perspective that copes with
the digital philologist’s interest in curating heritage.
At this point, a distinction can be made between
engineering methods and engineering services, see
Six (2018). Engineering methods offer particular proce-
dures to accomplish new insights that are useful com-
ponents in the living culture of interaction. An engi-
neeringmethod abstracts, models and categorises aspects
of heritage data that allow for new functionalities in
an interaction culture. Often computational methods
are used not unlike the ones discussed in , for exam-
ple, McCarty (2005). In contrast, engineering services
are more utilitarian and, in a sense, more supportive to
other activities. The services’ typical offer the technolog-
ical basis that supports various tasks such as the imple-
mentation of databases, data mining techniques and so
forth. Engineering services would typically facilitate the
transfer from interactive heritage to document heritage
and back, whereas engineering methods would typically
inform on aspects (abstractions, features) of interaction
that are relevant to documents.
The engineering profile of a digital philologist would
be that of a person who engineers the heritage of interac-
tive multimedia systems by providing tools and services
that foster the exploration of expressive communication
exchange. It is likely that such an engineering profile
would balance between engineering and humanities and
between developing services and proposing methods.
However, when focusing on interaction, the heritage
value is in the experience, the kind of experience, the
focus of that experience, the way in which the experience
is shaped, the rituals that frame that experience and so
on. There is much that can be documented here, but the
ultimate value of interactive systems heritage is probably
contained in the re-enactment potential of a particular
type of interactive multimedia. Documentation should
allow a re-enactment of that particular type of interac-
tive multimedia. However, re-enactment requires a good
part of the knowledge of a living culture as well.
Will it be possible to re-enact our current interactive
multimedia culture in 400 years from here?What kind of
heritage-documents would be needed then?Well-known
in the field of music are re-enactments of operas of
Monteverdi, or Mozart, Schubertiades, performed in so-
called authentic style, with historical costumes, gestures
and music instruments. Often, these re-enactments are
based on heritage-documents. However, the machinery
can also be combined with very advanced augmented
reality and virtual reality applications. Related to this are
the commercial audio-visual re-enactments for film and
multimedia industry. More in line with interactive multi-
media culture, perhaps, are re-enactments ofmodernistic
and avant-garde works. Again, due to obsolete tech-
nologies, the re-enactment may require studies of how
modern technology can replace old and lost analogue
equipment while still offering a degree of veridicality, or
authenticity.
The examples may be far-fetched but we see a picture
emerging: The interactive culture is in the need of docu-
mentation that has re-enactment capacity. However, such
a re-enactment may only be possible when that heritage
is part of the living culture, even when the technolog-
ical devices that support expression are not the origi-
nal ones. Monteverdi’s opera can be re-enacted, because
its art forms part of a living culture of opera making.
However, Hutereau’s documented African music may be
more difficult to re-enact in a Western context, except
when carriers of the African heritage, through cultural
exchange or immigration, would take the lead in it.
6. Conclusions
The goal of the philological research can be defined as
a care for the culture of interaction, aimed at handling
(multimedia) interaction in the most optimal way (with
love) such that veridicality, long-term preservation, easy
access and so on, is ensured. Based on a limited number
of examples, we drew attention to a multi-perspectivistic
view on digital philology. Its challenge is indeed con-
cerned with frozen document-heritage as well as with
living interaction-heritage. Although the goal is to find
a proper balance between these two types of heritage, we
argued in favour of a new definition of digital philology,
one in which the love of heritage also envisions new
developments in the culture of interaction.
Understanding the nature of the culture of interac-
tion may be a key element in the re-definition of digital
philology. We strongly believe that new initiatives, such
as the interaction-centres and their associated ecosystem,
which pop up in different countries will play a major
role in the future culture of interaction. Therefore, we
believe that there is a place for future digital philologists
in those ecosystems with new activities related to cul-
tural incubators, the coordination of collaborative effort
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towards heritage preservation and disclosure, the devel-
opment of heritage engineering models for interaction
culture and re-enactments, and last but not least, the
development of educational programs directed towards
new interaction-heritage.
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